
situation - view on roof

view from urban crossing

competition international competition and realisation office headquarters 

location Bamako, Mali size 0,45 ha, 15.500 m² GFA, 991 employees client 

Orange Mali status 2019 - idea partners Martin Sobota team Kristi Arapaj, 

Jin Lee, Kshitij Mahashabde, Anamarija Vrzina cooperation Niek Kramer, 

Imagine Structure, Transsolar Munich, Octobre&Mai landscape architects, 

Agrebat Mali, Mariam Keita award

Orange Headquarters Mali

Bamako is in a phase of rapid urban development, with the 

population growing expansively; telecommunications are an 

integral part of this growth, and are a marker for upward social 

mobility. The height, visibility and clean volume of the new 

Orange Mali Headquarters express this situation, thus creating a 

landmark for the new, mobile urban class.  

At the same time, the building sets the bar for offices and urban 

planning in Bamako, by creating an zero-energy building that 

incorporates greenery and improves the working environment 

of the Orange employees. The new Orange HQ is surrounded 

by a public garden, a layout which makes the office building 

more accessible and simultaneously creates a social space 

for gatherings and events. The green spaces continue into 

the interior of the new office building as a sequence of open 

terraces. By using ‘stacked’ office floors, and by interspacing 

these with high quality open spaces, employees feel more 

connected and floorplans can be optimized. 

The iconic, geometrical ‘zig-zag’ exterior is the result of a smart 

and site specific design, avoiding direct sunlight on the facade. 



Consumption 
120 kWh/m²a

Consumption 
92 kWh/m²a

Consumption 
64 kWh/m²a

Standard ventilation 
and facade

Standard 
ventilation and 
improved facade

Hybrid ventilation and improved 
façade make it possible to 
compensate for all energy 

needs by on-site generation

On-site generation 
64 kWh/m²a
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zero-energy concept: consumption and production 




